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Suggested post COVID-19 positive deeper clean for General Practice – November 2020 
(see sister sheet for routine COVID normal clean) 

 
THIS PROTOCOL ASSUMES THE FOLLOWING ARE IN PLACE NOW (DO NOW TO SAVE TIME/MONEY/EFFORT LATER ON) 

1. Declutter and keep benches clear after use  - otherwise a deep clean may result in discarding items.  
2. Identify and list low touch/low risk environmental surfaces for regular cleaning using detergent solution.  
3. Identify and list high touch surfaces (whether shared or not) for twice daily cleaning and disinfection. 
4. Clean then disinfect patient equipment after every use before putting away.  
5. You have two staff competent in donning and doffing the various PPE items. 
6. You have one staff who understand how to make up detergents and knows how to safely manage clinical waste   

 
SUGGESTED PROTOCOL FOR MORE THAN A ROUTINE CLEAN (FOLLOWING SUSPECT/KNOWN COVID-19) 

I assess this situation to sit between requirements for hospital and the non-healthcare workplace 
1. As soon as you become aware or suspect a case, ask all except one admin colleague to leave immediately. 

 
2. Risk assess surfaces and list those likely to have been coughed or touched which will require a more 

extensive clean and those minimally involved e.g. floors, staff kitchen/toilets (different if staff is suspect)    
 
3. Perform hand hygiene (HH), don mask and faceshield if not on (perform HH again). Open all windows/doors. 
 

4. Admin person places appropriate message on phone. Place sign on door. Ensure patient / staff attendee list 
is accessible off site to minimise returning so it can be forwarded to health dept etc. Both exchange mobiles. 

 

5. On leaving, place the following just inside the door for your return in a few hours, ready for the clean of 
selected surfaces. Place spare masks and gloves, faceshield, disposable aprons, hand rub, disposable cloth / 
paper towel, empty pour bottles, detergent and disinfectant, clinical waste bags. Do HH after locking up.  

 
6. While off site, admin colleague prepares contact list and you call dept for instructions re contacts.  
 
7. Via mobile or outside, plan and allocate the surface /equipment cleaning into high touch and minimally 

involved. Ask admin colleague to clean low risk surfaces and you do high touch surfaces and equipment.   
 
8. On return, firstly perform HH and don PPE. Leave windows open. Make up detergent in warm water and 

using disposable cloth, apply detergent to cloth (no sprays) and using a fresh cloth per surface, clean your 
respective surfaces from high to low and cleanest to dirtiest – wear the same pair of gloves but do in order  

 
9. When finished, all remove gloves, HH and new gloves. Colleague prepares floor solution and does floors (do 

not vacuum but get carpet /fabric chairs cleaned). You now disinfect high touch surfaces in same order 
 

10. Remove gloves, do HH. Put on fresh gloves, take waste to clinical waste storage bin, remove gloves, do HH. 
 
11. At open door, both remove gloves then gown, dispose, do HH. Remove faceshield and wipe both inside then 

outside then disinfect outside surface and hang to dry. Remove mask, dispose, HH. Remove scrubs if worn.  
 
12. Change from scrubs if worn and bag, do HH after closing door and leave. Shower at home, wash scrubs. 
 
13. Leave windows open and return an hour later to allow for air exchange and to reduce suspended particles. 

NOTES 
o Switch off fans. Turn off air con (check it uses fresh air not recirculated). 
o Ensure correct doffing and cleaning of faceshield (videos on website). 30-40% self-contaminate 

on glove removal alone. Contact with contaminated gloves poses a risk   
o Detergent must be compatible with disinfectant – some products such as Viraclean (undilute is 

0.4% quaternary ammonium compound) act as both. Wipes are an option for small surfaces. 
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